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Abstract

Humans are genetically little diverged from their closest living relatives, chimpanzees. However, human anatomy, physiology and behavior show substantial divergence from those of chimpanzees and other primates. The evolutionary processes that generated this phenotypic divergence are still debated. Given the incomplete state of the hominid fossil record, genetic information is indispensable for studying human evolution. Recently, data from genome sequencing projects, gene expression profiling, and large-scale genotyping across multiple populations, has significantly improved our understanding of human origins, as well as the forces of selection, adaptation, and demographic forces that shaped human evolution. Recent multispecies comparative genomic studies indicate that random genetic drift, i.e. neutral evolution, is a leading evolutionary mechanism in shaping human protein coding sequences, as well as gene expression patterns. Still, there is also compelling evidence that a large number of human genes were affected by adaptive evolution. Genes involved in immunity, sensory perception, reproduction, and apoptosis appear among the most frequently positively selected classes. Likewise, comparative transcriptome studies indicate adaptive expression changes in human brain gene expression. Importantly, variants of both positively and negatively selected genes are frequently found to be responsible for human genetic diseases. Comparison of genetic diversity within and between human populations suggests that humans have been a relatively small, homogeneous species. Accordingly, patterns of genetic diversity are to large extent shaped by neutral, demographic processes. Meanwhile, genome scans and functional studies identify pathogens, diet, and environmental conditions as major selective forces driving genetic diversity in humans. These results portray human evolution as a complex process, simultaneously affected by forces of selection and drift.
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INTRODUCTION

Questions on humankind’s place in nature, the history of human species, and the basis of human variation have intrigued people at least since Ancient Greek times [1,2]. But until recently, human evolution was a highly speculative topic. Studies in this field were limited to anatomical and behavioral ape-human comparisons, and analyses of a scant fossil collection. Even with the advent of molecular biology in the second half of the 20th century, human evolutionary genetic studies remained in a primitive state compared to research in model organisms, such as the fruit fly. The publication of first
draft of human genome in 2001 [3] was a turning point in all fields of human genetics, initiating the “genomic” era. Today, armed with high-throughput molecular technologies, we are able to compare the human genome with those dozens of other species, or to characterize human genetic diversity in large-scale, at both the individual and population level.

Why is this exciting? First, from a practical point of view, learning our genome’s history is indispensable for studying genetic mechanisms and disease. For instance, the main tool for identifying functional elements in the genome is to measure sequence conservation across different species. To understand the causes of geographical variation in the frequency of a genetic disease, we also need to learn the history of human migration, adaptation and drift.

Second, genetic information is a prolific source for learning history. Given the paucity of the ape and human fossil record, the reconstruction of human history, either ancient or recent, would be very difficult, if not impossible, without molecular data. As we will describe below, studying molecular evolution can provide answers to age-old questions on our origin, our natural niche, and the sources of human diversity.

Analyses of human genetic data also shed light onto fundamental questions regarding general mechanisms of evolution. For example, Darwin and subsequent evolutionary biologists thought of evolution as a purely adaptive process. Today, we know that our evolutionary history is much more complex. Processes including drift, demographic changes, and mutational biases have substantial roles in shaping our genotype. Thus, the current mission is understanding the relative roles of these various processes in evolution.

This paper aims to provide a broad view on human evolution from a genetic point of view. We will focus on human-chimpanzee divergence, review hypotheses on the evolution of human specific traits, and review genetic and transcriptomic evidence on these hypotheses. Finally, we will summarize work on recent human evolution and population genetics. In each section, we will briefly discuss future prospects of that field. The findings will further be evaluated in light of past and ongoing discussions in evolutionary biology, including the selectionist/neutralist debate. For further detailed information on these comprehensive topics, the reader is encouraged to refer to specific reviews, which will be mentioned in the text.

The human phenotype and hypotheses on human evolution
Today Homo sapiens is among the most dominant species on earth, in terms of its geographic distribution, position in the food chain, or impact on global ecology. This owes to our general capacity to systematically modify our environments [4-6] (reviewed in [7]). Amazingly, our closest relative, the chimpanzee, does not exhibit such a capacity [8]. This has lead to the view that, evolutionary changes that occurred on the human lineage since the human-chimpanzee common ancestor, were more...
dramatic than those on the chimpanzee lineage; i.e. humans changed more than chimpanzees [9, 10]. But was human evolution really special?

Human-specific characters
Humans’ closest relatives are the great apes, that is, chimpanzees, gorillas and orang-utans. Apes and humans are more distantly related to Old World Monkeys (reviewed in [11]). Compared to primate characteristics, human phenotypes may be classified in three categories: (i) traits unique to the human, (ii) traits for which the human form is found at the extreme end of a distribution among primates, (iii) traits for which humans are only average apes. Below we will describe the first and second categories, although third category traits are also plentiful: for example, human male relative testis size is only average among the great apes [12].

The most conspicuous human-specific characteristics are bipedalism and morphological innovations related to it, such as long legs and changes in backbone and pelvic structure [13]. Similarly unique anatomical features include the opposable thumb [13] (chimpanzees cannot grip objects as firm as humans), small jaws, small teeth, a prominent chin and nose [14], and reduction of terminal hair on the body [15]. In addition, the low position of the human pharynx and vocal communication are traits not observed in the great apes. Other intriguing morphological characters include the wide distribution of eccrine sweat glands [16] the white sclera of the eyes (allowing others to follow a gaze) [17], a rotating birth canal trajectory [18], the loss of the penis bone [19], as well as female reproductive crypsis (chimpanzee females publicize their ovulation by sexual swellings) [20]. Human-specific physiological characters include enhanced T-cell activation [21,22] and the abrupt human menopause [23]. The human diet is also unique, as it diverges from other apes’ diets with its high energy and protein content (due to regular meat and tuber eating), as well as a shift towards cooked food [24].

The second category contains characteristics for which the human bears the most extreme form/level among primates. For instance encephalization: human body size is on average twice as large than the chimpanzee, while the human brain is three times larger [25]. Tool production and language may also be considered ‘extreme features’, given that tool making and non-vocal communication are also observed in apes [26-28]. However, the extent to which these human-ape differences are qualitative or quantitative is still a matter of debate [8]. Similarly, humans show extreme cooperative and altruistic behaviour [29-31], as well as superb social communicative abilities compared to chimpanzees [17] (reviewed in [32]). To these traits, we may add different life-history patterns, including an extended gestation time, longer juvenile period, and delayed maturation [14,33,34] and a remarkably long lifespan [35-37]. These extended life-history patterns contrast with short weaning and frequent reproduction in humans (chimpanzee weaning can take 5 years) [34], and the immature-helpless state of human neonates, termed ‘secondary altriciality’ [38].
Hypotheses on human evolution

Under what conditions these characters have evolved? In most cases, the answer is not yet known. Still, there is plenty of room for speculation.

First, some characters, such as life-history traits, appear directly linked to tool use and cultural accumulation, and in general, to niche construction [4]. In fact, human longevity or encephalization may be considered outcomes of an extreme K-strategy – a life-history strategy that is already pronounced in primates relative to many other mammals [14,39,40]. Still other characters may have been adaptations to past human environments, especially the savannah, since this was a novel niche for species on the human lineage [41].

There are numerous, more particular theories on the evolution of human-specific characters. Especially during the 20th century a large number of such hypotheses were proposed. Some of these attempted to account for multiple changes in human evolution through a single ecological or genetic alteration. One example is the once popular “aquatic ape” hypothesis [42], which tried to explain hairlessness, swimming ability, and bipedalism in humans by a hypothetical aquatic life-style of human ancestors. In turn, a whole plethora of morphological, life-history and behavioural characters, from the human chin, small toes, encephalization, to curiosity, were attributed to delayed human development and the similarity of humans to juvenile apes - hence the human neoteny hypotheses [14, 43].

There are theories linking meat eating, encephalization, extended childhood and longevity [33,44]. Similarly, the dual pressure of human encephalization and bipedalism is thought to underlie the early birth of human babies, and further, the complications of human birth is hypothesized to promote social cooperation among females [38]. Meanwhile, human cognitive capacity develops dramatically during childhood, and this is claimed to be due to specific human social abilities enabling infants to acquire concentrated knowledge from society [17,32]. These social abilities include teaching, strong and efficient imitation, and normative behaviour, as well as focusing on processes rather than objects in learning [8].

Others hypotheses have addressed a single character or a related list of characters. The “expensive tissue” hypothesis accounts for increase in brain and decrease in gut size by an increase in human diet quality [45]. The grandmother hypothesis accounts for long post-menopausal lifespan by mother-child food sharing and grandmother contribution to progeny [23]. The “cooling” hypothesis explains sweat glands and hairlessness as an adaptation to the savannah environment (D. Falk’s comment to [45]), whereas the “parasitic load” hypothesis explains hairlessness by parasite pressures [46]. Sexual selection has been employed to explain a diverse array of characters, from hairlessness to language [1].
What the fossil record tells

Until recently, most evidence available for the study of human evolution derived from comparative morphology \(\text{e.g. \cite{47-49}}\) and palaeontology \(\text{e.g. \cite{50,51}}\). Intense work in these fields during the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, supplemented by initial genetic studies, provided an outline for evolution on the human lineage \(\text{reviewed in \cite{11,20,52}}\). Today, we know that human and chimpanzee lineages diverged about \(\sim 6\) million years ago (mya) in Africa. Fossils assigned to the human lineage are predominantly found in East Africa, whereas chimpanzees of today are found in West Africa, suggesting this geographical separation played role in human speciation. It seems plausible that our common ancestor lived in a forest environment, as extant great apes. Notably, chimpanzee ancestors have left very few fossils; we therefore have little information about their evolution \(\text{\cite{53}}\).

One of the first species assigned to the human branch is the partially bidepal \textit{Ardipithecus} \(\text{\cite{54}}\), which lived about 4-6 million years ago, also in a forest environment. In contrast, subsequent \textit{Australopithecine} species occupied the savannah, were small, bipedal, and had brains the same size as current chimpanzees \(\sim 500 \text{ cm}^3\). Around 2 million years ago \textit{Homo erectus} species began to appear with two striking novelties: an unprecedented brain size \(>1000 \text{ cm}^3\) and a stone tool kit, suggesting a correlation between tool use, brain growth and possibly meat eating \(\text{\cite{33}}\). The earliest records of hominins \(\text{species on the human and chimpanzee lineage)}\) outside Africa also belong to \textit{H. erectus}.

The first modern \textit{Homo} sapiens remains are found in Africa around 200,000 years ago. Recent work suggests that modern humans had a slower rate of development, and possibly lived longer, compared to Neanderthals and other hominins \(\text{\cite{51,55,56}}\). Within this period we also encounter first direct evidence of symbolic human behaviour, such as cave paintings \(\text{\cite{57}}\). Archaeological records further indicate that human groups started to spread out of Africa \(\sim 50,000\) years ago. This period also saw the demise of \textit{Homo neanderthalensis} and possibly other \textit{Homo} species \(\text{\cite{58}}\). Indeed, within this 6 million years, many \textit{Australopithecus} and \textit{Homo} species emerged, but all -except for \textit{Homo sapiens}- eventually went extinct, under conditions which are uncertain.

In addition to archaeological work, studies of contemporary and historical pre-industrial societies also suggest contributions to recent human evolution \(\text{\cite{37,59}}\). For example, one study found support for the grandmother hypothesis by estimating positive fitness effects on grandchildren of the presence of a grandmother, based on historical records \(\text{\cite{60}}\).

Nevertheless, reconstructing human evolution using solely archaeological and historical data has its difficulties. There are big gaps in the archaeological record, and fossils provide limited information about physiology and behavioural aspects of extinct ancestors. Moreover, determining which extinct taxa are \textit{Homo sapiens}' direct ancestors is itself an arduous, if not impossible, task. This renders genetic information indispensable for unravelling our past.
Human genetics: an evolutionary overview

Only about 1% of the 3 billion bp long human genome is protein coding, organized in 25,000 genes [61]. The majority of the genome is composed of transposons and simple repeats, although some of this DNA might also be transcribed and have regulatory functions [62]. Indeed, about 5% of the genome is highly conserved (has nearly the same sequence) across mammals, indicating functionality of these loci. Meanwhile, the human and chimpanzee genomes are on the large scale very similar, except for a chromosome fusion in humans (chr. 2) [63]. The nucleotide divergence rate between the two species is 1.2%, and including insertion-deletions, ~4%. Notably, most of these differences are non-coding, and presumably with no phenotypic effect. The average human protein has only 2 amino acid differences compared to the chimpanzee protein. Genomic divergence increases to 7% between humans and macaques [64], suggesting that most differences accumulate linearly with time (human-chimp divergence 6 mya, human-rhesus divergence is 25 mya). Crucially, there is no special acceleration of amino acid changes in the human genome, compared to the chimpanzee and rhesus genomes – on the gross genomic level, humans are just as diverged from rhesus, as are chimpanzees.

What seems special in humans is that we are a very homogeneous species. The average difference between two human genomes is ~0.1% [65,66]. The differences among human populations, compared to populations of chimpanzees or most other species, are minute: Only 10-15% of total genetic variation is seen between human populations, whereas the vast majority of diversity is within populations [67,68]. Strikingly, looking at gene expression variation [69], or even variation in the species composition of microbes living in the human mouth [70], the same proportions appear: 85-90% of variation is seen within populations, and 10-15% is seen between populations. Differentiation among populations, in turn, can be explained largely by the geographic distances among them [71].

Most human diversity is found in Africa, in line with the hypothesis that humans have arisen in Africa, dating back to Charles Darwin [65,72-74]. All modern human mitochondria share a common ancestor that was present in Africa ~200,000 years ago [74], and all Y-chromosomes coalesce back around 100,000 years ago [75]. This evidence argues strongly against earlier “multiregional” theories which claimed that current human populations are descendents of early Homo erectus populations who spread out of Africa >1 mya. In other words, humans are a very recent species, and practically ‘all humans are Africans’ [65,73,76,77]. Nevertheless, there have been indications of genetic admixture between putative ancestral Homo species, and modern human populations [78,79]. However, this is still a contentious subject, even if true, such events were probably rare [80].

Our low genetic diversity indicates that human effective population size is also very small: ~10,000 [81,82]. That is, modern human ancestors who contributed their genes to today’s pool were a small group, or went through frequent bottlenecks. Human effective population size is much smaller than flies, mice, rhesus macaques [64], and even slightly smaller than common chimpanzees [83,84]. Bottlenecks have been especially strong in populations that moved out of Africa [85]. Importantly, the
smaller the population size, the weaker is the power of natural selection to weed out deleterious alleles, and to choose beneficial alleles [10,86]. This can be already seen at the level of amino acid substitutions and segmental duplications in the human genome, a substantial portion of which are presumably slightly deleterious [64,87,88]. Along the same line, while ~50% of the coding region of the fly genome is estimated to be under positive selection [89], this proportion is ~10% for the human genome [90]. Compared to the chimpanzee, there is also less evidence for positive selection in humans than in chimpanzees [91]. Hence, the human genome appears to have been shaped predominantly by random genetic drift, rather than selection. This clearly complicates the interpretation of genetic differences between humans and other primates.

**Selection and drift in human genome**

Despite the fact that genome sequences of the human and the chimpanzee are available for a number of years, there are substantial obstacles in pinpointing the genetic causes of phenotypic differences between the two species, and in reconstructing human evolutionary history based on these genetic differences. Associating nucleotide differences between the two species to phenotypic differences, even if we restrict our interest to the ~2 amino acid substitutions per protein [63], is a challenging task. Why is this? First, our current knowledge of protein function generally does not enable inferring function directly from amino acid sequence – we cannot tell what a protein sequence change might phenotypically mean. Second, research on protein evolution suggests that most amino acid differences between humans and chimpanzees have no or very slight phenotypic effects, and are effectively neutral [86,90]. Furthermore, many phenotypic differences might not be determined by amino acid differences, but instead by regulatory differences [9,92]. However, current information about gene regulatory sequences is even sparser than that of amino acids, limiting our understanding of the potential functionality of substitutions in regulatory regions. Finally, even phenotypically influential sequence changes may be driven by neutral drift, and may not be adaptive per se. Hence, determining which genes might have undergone adaptive change is a substantial challenge.

**Tests for identifying adaptive change**

There are a number of approaches for identifying potential adaptive genetic changes between species. The classical approach is to start from a particular phenotype and test substitutions in candidate loci known to be associated with it (see *FOXP2* case below). The second is to scan the genome for signatures of adaptive change and other evolutionary patterns, and combine this with published information on gene function, to infer selection (reviewed in [93,94]). Third, one can use comparative gene expression (reviewed in [95,96]).

Scanning species’ genomes for loci showing unexpectedly high or low number of amino acid differences is a popular method for studying adaptive evolution and drift. Most mutations changing amino acid sequence of a protein (non-synonymous mutations) are expected to be deleterious, as they may alter the protein function in a random way, and if so, these are less likely to become common or fixed in a species, compared to mutations that have no functional impact on the protein.
(synonymous mutations). However, some of these protein alterations may also be beneficial. Beneficial mutations, over long periods of positive selection, may increase in frequency, and eventually get fixed. Comparison of ratios of non-synonymous to synonymous mutations in the coding regions of genome between two species is a common technique used to identify genes under selection. Higher than expected ratios of non-synonymous changes indicate positive, less than expected ratios of non-synonymous changes indicate purifying (conservative/negative) selection [97, 98]. Unfortunately, this strategy works only for genes that have undergone recurrent adaptive changes [93], which severely limits the power to detect selection especially when comparing close species, such as human and chimpanzee.

Combined information across multiple genomes can also help in identifying regions which are presumably functional, and have changed dramatically in the human lineage {e.g. [99,100]}. Another major information source for finding selective signals is genetic polymorphism, i.e. variation within a species. Regions of low nucleotide diversity are indicative of selective sweeps, and this information can be combined with high amino acid divergence rates: the McDonald-Kreitman test thus identifies regions which show low diversity but large divergence as candidates for positive selection, and the reverse could indicate negative or balancing selection [98]. Similar tests can also be applied to other functional sites such as non-coding regulatory sequences [101]. The McDonald-Kreitman approach, although very powerful and popular, still may suffer from biases [102].

In addition, there are a plethora of tests using the haplotype structure and the allele frequency spectrum for identifying positive selection, although these are mainly used for comparing across populations {e.g. [103]}. Notably, tests based on polymorphism can recognize signatures of selection as far back as ~200,000 years in human history [94, 104], and thus are only partly helpful in studying human-chimpanzee differences.

**Negative selection, drift, and gene loss**
Before discussing evidence for positive selection in the human genome, we first consider the effects of negative (purifying) selection and neutral evolution. Patterns of negative selection in the human genome are generally similar to those seen in other species: Genes that are critical for development, expressed in multiple tissues and fundamental for cell structure and function, and in general, those which can severely compromise fitness if they fail in their functions, tend to evolve slowly [105]. For example, human and chimpanzee comparisons show that genes which are of fundamental use in different cell types, such as myosin loci involved in actin binding and cytoskeletal formation, exhibit excess amino acid polymorphism relative to divergence, thus indicate negative or purifying selection. Other examples of genes under strong negative selection include those with roles in ectoderm development and neurogenesis, or vesicle transport [106].
Not surprisingly, human genes showing strong negative selection signatures are overrepresented among genes that cause Mendelian disease if mutated [106]. For example, mutations in conserved skeletal muscle proteins cause muscular dystrophies (i.e. Duchene and Becker). Mutations in myosin-VIIA are implicated in deafness and blindness. Alfa- and beta-adducin gene variants are associated with hypertension and cardiovascular disease. The HD, one of the genes in the general vesicle transport category that shows negative selection, is the gene that causes Huntington’s disease (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim).

However, the strength of purifying selection on a gene depends not only on the genes’ relevance to fitness ($s$), but also on the species’ effective population size ($N_e$). As mentioned above, amino acid substitution rates and copy number variant distribution patterns indicate relatively high drift in the ape and especially the human genome, compared to many other mammals [64,88]. Similarly, gene regulatory regions in primates were found to be under less purifying selection than in murids [107]. Hence, it is not surprising to find widespread gene losses in the human genome, which could be related to weakening of purifying selection. The pseudogenization of the olfactory receptor gene family in humans is one example, leading to a much weaker smell [108]. Similarly, bitter taste receptors are rapidly being lost in all great apes, including humans [109]. It is of course also plausible that such gene losses happened due to a total loss of reliance on smell and taste, rather than to weak purifying selection.

Meanwhile, some gene losses have been hypothesized to be beneficial in outcome, known as the “less is more” hypothesis [110]. For instance, a myosin gene ($MYH$), expressed in chewing muscles in humans, was lost ~2 million years ago, and this is speculated to have facilitated encephalization by removing growth constraints on the skull [111]. Similarly, the pseudogenization of a keratin gene may be related to hair type differences between humans and chimpanzees [15], and human hairlessness is claimed to have been of adaptive value (see above). Another example is the loss of expression of sialic acid genes in human T-cells, which appears associated with hyper reactivity of these cells in humans (the cause of human vulnerability to HIV) [22]. In some cases, adaptive scenarios for these changes can be supported by polymorphism data. For example, the $CASPASE12$ gene, involved in immune response, has been pseudogenized in some humans, and there is a signal of positive selection around the locus, which could be related to the observation that $CASPASE12$ loss is beneficial against sepsis [112,113].

**Positive selection in the human lineage**

A number of recent studies have scanned the human genome for evidence for positive selection in amino acid sequences [63,64,91,106,114-116] [reviewed in [93]], in regulatory sequences [117], or in potential regulatory non-coding sequences [118-120].

Simultaneous comparison of thousands of annotated genes from humans with their chimpanzee orthologs show evidence of positive selection in genes involved in a variety of functions, including
immunity and defense, chemosensory perception, olfaction, sensory perception, gametogenesis, spermatogenesis and motility, and inhibition of apoptosis [106,121-123]. Immune- and defense-related genes are at the top of a list of genes that show the strongest positive selection, which is a common pattern across mammals [64]. These genes have roles in a wide range of T- and B-cell, antibody- and interferon- mediated immunity processes suggesting a coevolutionary arms race driving selection on the immune system. The four olfactory genes (OR2WI, OR5I1, OR2B2, and C20orf185) that show excess numbers of amino acid substitutions (divergence) between chimpanzees and humans also show increased number of polymorphisms in humans. Accordingly, population genetic analyses of OR5I1 suggest balancing selection (increased polymorphism) as an important evolutionary force that increases the olfactory receptor repertoire [123]. On the other end of the spectrum, some genes show increased divergence between humans and chimpanzees but show no polymorphism in humans suggesting, repeated substitutions and fixations. SCML1, a gene with a potential important role in the control of embryonic development, is a good example of this, and may be responsible for some of the developmental differences between humans and chimpanzees.

Although pairwise human-chimpanzee comparisons are informative for detecting genes under selection, analyses including an outgroup to these comparisons are crucial for determining lineage specific evolutionary trends. An analysis of human-chimp-mouse orthologs agreed with accelerated evolution of genes involved in aforementioned biological processes [121]. Furthermore, several genes involved in the amino acid catabolism, particularly the ones involved in branched-chain amino acid catabolism (ALDH6A1, BCKDHA, and PCCB) show faster evolution in human lineage and may represent selective pressures of different dietary habits. Interestingly, another study using rat and dog as outgroup, found ~500 genes positively selected in chimpanzee, compared to <200 in humans, with putatively selected human genes showing enrichment in G-protein coupled receptors and sensory perception-related processes [115].

However, using distant outgroups or fast evolving taxa such as the mouse may be problematic for identifying positive selection, given difficulties in ortholog finding, sequence alignment, and multiple substitutions. Two studies that used the more reliable macaque genome for identifying positively selected genes in the human lineage [64,91], as well as a comprehensive genome scan analyzing six mammalian genomes together [116], consistently identified more positively selected genes in chimpanzees, than in humans. The overlap between these small human-specific gene sets (n<250 in all studies) appears not to be big, although immune response genes and genes related to signal transduction tend to emerge in multiple studies. In turn, across all primates and/or mammals, genes showing positive selection show a clear bias toward being related to either immunity, reproduction, diet, or perception of stimuli [116].

As it is hypothesized that evolutionary changes in gene regulation may be as important as protein coding changes [9], there has also been interest in identifying positively selected regulatory regions. Haygood et al. scanned the human and chimpanzee promoters for excess of mutations in either
lineage, which could be indicative of positive selection in gene regulation [117]. Interestingly, promoters that show such human-specific acceleration are associated with neural development and glucose metabolism genes. Similarly, multiple studies focused on the evolution of conserved non-coding sequences, e.g. >100 bp sequences with >95% identity across mammals [118]. These regions may function as transcriptional enhancers, although their functions are still not well established, as their deletion may not yield observable phenotypes [124]. A number of studies have identified such conserved regions that show an excess of changes in the human lineage [119,120]. Two interesting examples have been presented by Pollard et al., who found that their best human-accelerated candidate regions functioned as enhancer in fetal brain development [99], and Prabhakar et al. identified a similar region regulating limb development [125].

Despite the experimental elegance of this work on non-coding regions, the soundness of the algorithms used in identifying positive selection have been frequently contested. A substantial problem in establishing positive selection in non-coding sequences is that there is no consensus null model, i.e. a model of neutral evolution. In other words, there is no equivalent to the use of synonymous substitution rates when analyzing coding regions. Thus, the choice for null models might be contentious (see [126] contesting [117]). In addition, biases in mutation rate, such as those caused by biased gene conversion, can rapidly increase mutation rate in a single lineage, leaving a signal that may be interpreted as positive selection (see [127] on [99], and [128] on [125]).

An alternative approach for studying selection is deep investigation of genes with known interesting phenotypes. A well-known example is the FOXP2 gene. Loss of one copy of FOXP2 causes severe speech and language disorders in humans. Notably, although FOXP2 is highly conserved across vertebrates, there are two intriguing amino acid substitutions that occurred in humans since the split from chimpanzees, which is highly unusual [129]. Moreover, the locus shows an unusual pattern of polymorphism in the human lineage, suggestive of a positive selection event in recent human evolution [129,130]. This molecular change in a speech-related gene has attracted much attention: Recent work has shown that transgenic mice carrying the human version of FOXP2 have alterations in brain development, as well as vocalization [131]. Furthermore, human FOXP2 appears to influence certain gene expression differences between humans and chimpanzee [132]. An ancient DNA study found the modern human FOXP2 version also in Neanderthals, implying that this extinct cousin species could in fact have spoken language [133]. Interestingly, along with FOXP2, several genes involved in the development and tuning of hearing also appear in a list of genome-wide scan for positive selection in the human lineage [121]. These studies provide exciting insight into the molecular basis of speech-based communication in humans, one of the most spectacular human traits.

Such work on long-term selection on the human genome not only provides information about human history, but also gives clues regarding the origins of contemporary human disease. For instance, APOBEC3F, a host-pathogen interaction gene showing a strong positive selection signal [134], is
associated with anti-HIV activity. Moreover, some of the genes showing the strongest evidence for positive selection are involved in tumor development and control [123], with reasons still not clear.

We expect a number of recent developments to improve the efficiency of genome-wide scans positive selection, as well as work on candidate adaptive loci. One is the increased number of genomes sequenced, especially of taxa closely related to humans, which can enhance the power of tests for positive selection. A related development is the sequencing of extinct human relatives, such as Neanderthals [135,136]. The rapid accumulation of human polymorphism data (http://www.1000genomes.org/page.php) and combining divergence and diversity patterns in tests for positive selection, could be useful for identifying events related to the recent emergence of modern humans. Finally, the increasing feasibility of functional tests on putative adaptive loci (e.g. [99,125,131]) is delightful, and could significantly improve the quality of studies of positive selection.

**Transcriptome divergence between humans and chimpanzees**

Long before the genomes of humans and chimpanzees were available, M.C. King and A. Wilson noted that the two species do not show extraordinary patterns of amino acid sequence divergence relative to other mammals [9]. King and Wilson considered this observation surprising, given their expectation of large phenotypic divergence of the human lineage (see Fig. 5 in [9]). Hence they proposed that most of phenotypic differences between humans and chimpanzees may be explained by expression level differences, rather than by protein sequence differences.

In the early 2000’s, the first studies comparing genome-wide gene expression patterns between humans and chimpanzees began to appear [137-141] (reviewed in [95,96]). These experiments revealed that for the majority of genes in adult human and chimpanzee transcriptomes, the distribution of expression levels within the two species overlap. In other words, for most genes, there is no indication of an expression level differentiation between the two species, which is compatible with the notion that expression levels are generally under the strong influence of purifying selection [142,143].

On the other hand, even with the modest sample sizes used in these studies, a substantial number of genes do show significant expression level differences between humans and chimpanzees. For example, with 5-6 individuals per species, 5-10% the transcriptome can be identified as differentially expressed in tissues such as the brain or the liver [139,140]. Higher and lower estimates have also been made, depending on the sample size and method employed (e.g. [144,145]). This raised the following questions: could these expression differences underlie phenotypic divergence between humans and chimpanzees? Might they be products of adaptive evolution?

**Neutral expression divergence**

Khaitovich et al. made two interesting observations regarding these questions [146]. First, expression divergence between primate brains appears to increase linearly with species’ divergence times.
Second, expression divergence between species is positively correlated with diversity within species. A similar observation was also made in fish [147]. These results lead to the hypothesis that most expression divergence is due to neutral evolution [146]. In contrast, Gilad et al. used cDNA arrays, a potentially less biased but noisy technology, and found the same amount of liver expression divergence in all pairwise comparisons among four primate species [140]; the cause of the discrepancy between the studies is not yet clear, but could be related to the technologies or the tissues used.

Another interesting observation regarding the functionality of expression divergence is that differentially expressed genes do not always cluster in particular functional gene groups, as might be expected under an adaptive scenario. In fact, a number of studies have reported overlaps between differential expression and functional groups [138,140,141,148], but in most of these studies, the results may not have withstood correction for multiple hypothesis testing (see [149]).

It therefore seems plausible that for many, if not most genes showing significant expression difference between humans and chimpanzees, the evolutionary processes that lead to this difference could be neutral, rather than adaptive [105,146,150]. In other words, the effect of most expression differences may either (a) be devoid of phenotypic effect, (b) be functional but unrelated to fitness, (c) have a fitness effect which is too small to be acted upon by natural selection, so that the genetic variants causing expression differences could have been fixed by genetic drift [86,151]. Indeed, as mentioned before, analyses of sequence data indicate that drift has a significant role in ape evolution. We may therefore summarize transcriptome evolution in apes as follows: Gene expression levels are mainly shaped by purifying selection, to a lesser extent by neutral evolution, and to some unknown, possibly even smaller extent, by adaptive changes.

**Challenges in identifying adaptive expression divergence**

The question therefore becomes how the relative levels of neutral vs. adaptive evolution can be distinguished. As with non-coding sequence evolution (mentioned above), we lack a consensus method to make this distinction. That is, we do not know of any transcript type with strictly neutrally evolving expression levels [96,145,146,152]. Mutation accumulation lines in *Drosophila* [143] or crosses between yeast strains [153] have been used to address this problem; however, such methods are not available for use in apes. Therefore, in order to distinguish the relative rates of neutral and adaptive expression divergence, we have to resort to indirect approaches.

One such method is to theoretically estimate neutral expression divergence, by taking into account the species divergence time, ancestral population size, and expression diversity [142,144]. However, such models have not been frequently applied, likely because of the large number of assumptions that they involve. A second, simpler approach is to assume that in every human and chimpanzee comparison, some proportion of expression differences are results of adaptive evolution. Thus, some studies have considered genes which show highest divergence to diversity ratios as candidates for
positive selection [138,140]. A third approach is to use an outgroup, and assign expression changes to human and chimpanzee lineages. If repeated adaptive evolution was restricted to one lineage only, and caused an excess of expression changes on that lineage, such a pattern could be revealed by this strategy. Thus, patterns of asymmetric divergence could be considered indicative of positive selection [137-140]. A fourth approach is to use external evidence for positive selection, or use additional data on the functions of genes that show expression differences. For example, one can test whether genes showing expression differences also overlap with genes known to be positively selected based on polymorphism data or amino acid divergence [154,155], or whether they overlap with genes in specific functional categories [141]. In addition, sequence-based evidence that genes are under purifying selection (i.e. they are not under relaxation of constraint) would further support an adaptive explanation. Nevertheless, we note that without a satisfactory neutral model of expression level divergence, how such evidence is interpreted depends largely on the researcher’s viewpoint of evolutionary change in general [156-158].

So, is there any indication of adaptive divergence in gene expression patterns between humans and chimpanzees? A number of studies reached affirmative conclusions. Gilad et al. investigated gene expression differences in the liver, and reported higher expression levels of transcription factors in the human lineage compared to other primates [140]. Another study comparing humans and chimpanzees reported an extremely high divergence to diversity ratio in the testis, compared to four other tissues [139], even though it is possible that differences in cell type proportions between the two species’ testicles [12] may have influenced this result (Somel, unpublished). Approaching this issue from the genome front, Haygood et al. identified promoter regions that showed high divergence between humans and chimpanzees [117]. Although these genes did not overlap with previously identified genes showing expression divergence, it is possible that these promoter differences drive expression in tissues or developmental stages not yet investigated.

Adaptive expression divergence in the brain

Another interesting claim for adaptive expression divergence between humans and chimpanzees is related to the brain, and in particular, the cerebral cortex transcriptome (reviewed in [145]). A number of observations support this notion:

(a) Using an outgroup such as orang-utan or macaque, gene expression levels across species appears to have changed more in the human brain than in the chimpanzee brain, since the time of the two species’ common ancestor [137]. In contrast, humans and chimpanzees appear equally diverged in the liver or other tissues.

(b) There is an excess of up-regulated expression levels in the human brain transcriptome compared to the chimpanzee, which again appears specific to the brain [138,139] (but see [144]).
(c) Genes up-regulated in the human brain are reported to overlap with genes involved in energy metabolism and neural function [138,141].

(d) Brain gene expression changes during postnatal development are generally conserved across mammals, but a distinct group of genes involved in neural development show a human-specific change in their expression profiles: specifically, for these genes, expression changes with age are delayed in humans compared to other primates [159]. This might be related to an extended childhood period in humans, during which human infants develop cognitive abilities and assimilate human culture [8], and also fits the human neoteny hypothesis [14] (see above).

(e) Expression divergence in the human lineage is positively correlated with linkage disequilibrium in humans, a measure of positive or negative selection. This correlation is again specific to the brain [154]. Intriguingly, human-specific metabolites also overlap with metabolites which are affected by psychiatric disease, such as schizophrenia [160].

In addition, gene expression in the central nervous system is in general highly conserved (shows less divergence among species) than other tissues [139]. One reason for this could be the brain being buffered against environmental influences such as diet [96]. Indeed, using a mouse model, a recent study showed that differences in chimpanzee and human diets (which contain raw vs. cooked food, and low vs. high protein and fat content, respectively) affect gene expression differences between human and chimpanzee livers, but not the brain [155]. Another reason could be that brain function is strongly related to fitness, more than other tissues. Indeed, nervous system genes are also more highly conserved in their amino acid and regulatory sequences compared to other gene classes (see above).

These observations suggest that non-adaptive alternative explanations for the asymmetric divergence of expression changes in the human brain, i.e. environmental effects or relaxation of constraints on the human lineage, are not very likely. Instead, the so-called “acceleration” of brain gene expression patterns in human evolution may be driven by adaptive evolution. Because morphological evidence also indicates that the human brain has changed more in size [39,161] and histology [145,162] during the last 6-7 million years than the chimpanzee brain, and as humans show some exceptional cognitive abilities than chimpanzees and orang-utans [8,17,32], the case for functional and adaptive changes in human brain gene expression seems convincing.

However, this is still a preliminary result, for a number of reasons. First, biases caused by microarray technology or by environmental variation have not yet been fully ruled out [96]. Second, because gene expression levels show drastically lower variance in the brain compared to other tissues [139], it is possible that evolutionary divergence patterns are easier to identify in the brain than other tissues – hence the specialty of the brain. Third, because most comparative transcriptome studies have analyzed the brain more often than other organs, it is not easy to assess the uniqueness of
expression patterns in this organ. Fourth, divergent gene expression patterns in humans may be secondary consequences of evolutionary divergence in size and structure of the human brain [145], instead of adaptive changes that were linked to novel cognitive functions and that specifically drove these gene expression levels. Finally, the abovementioned studies that identified the “human-acceleration” predominantly used the prefrontal cortex region of the brain (a structure involved in cognition, planning, social behaviour), and it is unclear if other regions, such as the striatum or cerebellum, with substantially different functions, also show the same pattern or not. In fact, a comparison between humans and chimpanzees across different regions of the brain found very similar patterns of species divergence among cerebral cortex regions [163]. Some of these regions are implicated in human-specific cognitive functions, and some are not, which implies that human-specific expression divergence in the brain might not be directly related to cognitive divergence, although the small sample sizes used here precludes a final conclusion.

To summarize, linking expression differences to phenotypic differences, and distinguishing adaptive changes from neutral changes, remains a complicated task. Our general lack of knowledge on the causes of gene expression differences further aggravates these problems [164,165]. For example, an expression difference between humans and chimpanzees can be caused by (a) genetic differences in cis, (b) gene duplication, deletion, or chromosomal relocation in one of the species, (c) epigenetic differences, such as DNA methylation, (d) trans effects caused by genotypic differences, such as differences in transcription factor amino acid sequences affecting promoter binding, or the presence/absence of microRNAs, (e) trans effects related to differences in the general cellular environment, such as RNA turnover, or protein localization, (f) trans effects determined by ontogenetic differences between the species, such as tissue composition, (g) trans effects in response to different external environments, or (h) a direct reflection of tissue composition differences between the two species, and distinguishing between these modes requires significant experimentation. The pioneering transcriptome studies have revealed this challenge, more than providing definite answers.

How can we face this challenge? A number of developments might considerably improve our understanding the role of gene expression in human evolution. One step already taken is going beyond microarray technology and directly sequencing transcriptomes (RNA-seq) [148]. A second is the analysis of the transcriptomes of cells of similar type, e.g. using laser capture microdissection technology [96]. A third path is the systematic collection of transcriptional data from model organisms under controlled and manipulated environments [155], or across different developmental stages [96,159,166]. Comparative data on gene regulation is also accumulating, including species differences in alternative splicing [148,167], microRNA expression [168,169], or epigenetic modifications [170]. Such information could also be combined with other types of data on phenotypic variation, such as protein expression [171] and metabolite levels [160], to build holistic models of gene expression regulation. Through such models, it may be possible to estimate the influence of DNA substitutions on gene expression levels, and expression changes on phenotypic differences
Finally, experiments on model organisms [131] will be fundamental in directly associating the genotype, gene expression levels, and the phenotype.

Detection and characterization of selection within human populations
We will finally discuss recent human evolution, that is, patterns of within population variation and population divergence that arose since modern humans appeared 200,000 years ago in Africa. As mentioned above, humans are an interesting species compared to other primates such as chimpanzees or rhesus macaques, in that within-species variation is very low: Humans share 99.9% nucleotide sequence identity at the DNA level. Likewise, populations are very little, if any, divergent (~10% differentiation between continental groups). Genetic diversity is largest in Africa, and decreases linearly over geographic distance from East Africa, reaching its lowest levels in the Americas [71,172]. This clearly pinpoints East Africa as the origin of all modern humans.

So, how much did the migrating populations differentiate and adapt to their new local environments? Notably, some of these new environments were fundamentally different, in terms of major factors such as climate, pathogens, or dietary sources [173], which could drive widespread local adaptive evolution. If this were the case, we would expect large differentiation among neighboring groups living in different environments. Instead, as with genetic diversity within groups, genetic divergence between groups also correlates strongly with the geographical distance between them. This implies that patterns of human genetic variation are driven largely by serial founder effects and migration, and less by local adaptation [174]. Even between continental groups, the level of divergence is meager, with only a dozens of loci showing unexpected differentiation across the genome [175]. Signatures of recent selection in the human genome may therefore not to be widespread, this either due to strong migration, to strong drift, or to cultural rather than biological adaptation to new environments [4,7].

The prevalence of neutral processes, of course, does not exclude local adaptation from human history. On the contrary, human populations living in different geographies do show particular morphological, physiological and behavioral differences. Furthermore, observations of geographic patterns for heritable traits like skin pigmentation, body mass, disease risk, pathogen resistance and variable drug response indicates that many of these traits are heritable. Was this variation shaped by local selection events? Population genetic studies have been searching for interesting examples of local adaptation, employing different methods ranging from population differentiation (measured by $F_{st}$), patterns of excess of rare polymorphisms, to long-range haplotypes, with ever-increasing success (reviewed in [93,176]).

Already half a century ago researchers had noticed that the geographical distribution of sickle cell disease overlapped with malaria occurrence [177]. Even though early techniques allowed investigation of only a few loci, they were sufficiently powerful to detect spatial correlations and high differentiation (high $F_{st}$) between populations in this locus [67]. These studies were able to show that malarial selection was strong enough to select for hemoglobin ($HBB$) mutations, which cause the
sickle cell phenotype, in independent populations, as well as to restrict the Duffy (FY) null allele in African populations, where *Plasmodium vivax* malaria has been endemic [178-180]. These studies provided the first examples of infectious disease selection shaping the genetic diversity in human populations.

Today, novel techniques allow surveying multiple loci from multiple individuals, representing multiple geographic regions, relatively easily. Moreover, such high-throughput genotyping and sequencing surveys [181] enables the application of more powerful statistical models for detecting selection in human populations [94]. Some of these models try to capture the reduction in variation and/or increase in derived allele frequency near the selected sites due to recent selective sweeps in one population, but not in others [103,182-185].

Such analyses on high-density polymorphism data have already identified interesting examples. For instance, in Africans, patterns of polymorphism in two genes with well-documented biological links to the Lassa fever virus, the LARGE and DMD, suggest selection in favor of protection against the Lassa [183]. Multiple skin pigmentation genes, including SLC24A5, KITLG and MC1R, show strong signatures of positive selection in Europeans [183,186,187]. Another well-identified locus is the LCT (lactase) genes, related to lactose tolerance and milk consumption in Europeans [188]. In Asians, there is evidence of selection in two genes, EDAR and EDA2R, involved in development of hair, teeth and exocrine glands [183]. The biological basis of this selection is still not clear. In addition to these well-known examples, genome-wide scans have provided a plethora putatively selected genes [103, 184].

However, it is not always straightforward to conclude about positive selection. Most of genome-wide tests rely on choosing extreme loci within the genome, where it is assumed that some part of the genome should be under selection. Other tests use population genetic simulations, which also require assumptions about population history. Can one strictly rule out statistical noise as the reason of these patterns? Functionality of a candidate allele, if it can be shown, is helpful in excluding a neutral explanation. On the other hand, observing genetic change that involves different mutations in different populations, but has the same functional outcome (i.e. multiple alleles converging on a similar phenotype) provides strong support for a positive selection scenario. For example, lactase persistence in Europe, Africa and Middle East involves different mutations in LCT gene, which arose independently in those populations engaged in dairy farming and might have depended on milk in times of famine [73,189,190]. Similarly, malaria resistance is provided by two different G6PD (glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) deficiency alleles: G6PD<sup>A</sup> in sub-Saharan Africa and G6PD<sup>Med</sup> in Europe [191-193]. Likewise, skin pigmentation variants in Europeans and East Asians do not always overlap [194], providing examples of different mutations underlying the same adaptive phenotypes.

Human population genetic studies are expected to accelerate within the next decade, especially with the increasing availability of *de novo* genome sequencing. Such data will be especially favorable for
population genetic analyses, as it will allow overcoming ascertainment biases in single nucleotide polymorphism data, an obstacle for many selection tests [93].

Furthermore, more detailed environmental surveys (such as climate, diet, pathogen diversity and load, physiology) in fine-scale geographic samples may be useful to investigate local adaptations. Already, correlations between such clines and allele frequencies show that candidate susceptibility alleles for hypertension and metabolic syndrome correlate with latitude and climate variables, respectively [195-197]. These gradual changes in allele frequencies may signal adaptations to continuous local environments.

We also expect population genetic studies to diversify in the different types of data used. One obvious direction is identification of gene expression differences between and within populations [69]. Another direction is the study of copy number variation. Indeed, a large proportion of genetic variation among humans is due to copy number differences [198], and it was recently shown that copy number variation in amylase gene (AMY1) correlates with amylase enzyme levels, and higher copies of AMY1 is found in human populations that have a starchy diet [199]. Similarly, initial work on variation in the human microbiome, the bacterial and fungal flora living inside or on the human body, has provided interesting results on the dispersal patterns of the species, as well as human history itself [70,200].

Eventually, the combination of new sequencing methods with more detailed phenotypic and genetic data should greatly increase our understanding of how the forces of selection, adaptation, and demographic history have been shaping genetic and phenotypic diversity in humans.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, deciphering the evolutionary path of the human lineage, in both the long and short terms, is a complex endeavor, and requires multidisciplinary approaches. Today's researchers are generating ever-increasing amounts of genetic and functional data, both at the single gene and at the genome levels, across multiple species or populations. The enlarging scale renders evolution, especially human evolution, an ever-more-appealing field. However, in order to fully exploit the oncoming surge of information and to decipher evolutionary and physiological mechanisms, we also need more advanced mathematical/computational models. Collaborations and multidisciplinary syntheses of empirical and theoretical work are thus expected to abound. Such work will not only provide medically useful information and allow us to learn our species’ history, but at the same time enlighten us about humankind’s place in nature. More exciting times are imminent for human evolutionary biology.
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